Abstract. An automatic completion method of general Korean words is proposed. A word model that describes the frequency of usage is used for generation of word candidates from a given prefix. In experiments, several different models for Korean words were tested for prediction performance. The results show that the best model can reduce the number of writing characters about 38% with 5 candidates.
Introduction
The automatic completion of a word is predicting the entire word from a prefix. If the accuracy of prediction is high, the overall input efficiency can be greatly improved. However, because the natural language is not a mathematically well-defined entity, the prediction of word is very complicated.
The prediction of word is highly dependent on the modeling of words itself. From a practical point of view, the most important issues in modeling natural language are the size of lexicons and the reliability of estimated likelihood of each lexical entry. The desirable word model should be able to generate reliable estimate of the likelihood for any word, even if it was not observed in the training. In this paper, the automatic completion methods for Korean are tested using various word models.
Prediction of Korean Words
A Korean word is usually composed of several morphemes. However, the high irregularity in inflections and derivations makes it difficult to perform morpheme-based prediction. Therefore, the word is chosen as a basic unit of prediction instead of the morpheme in this paper.
The basic rule of prediction is choosing the most probable string based on a given clue. In a pen-based interface, the clue is a partially complete prefix of the word. The probability of a word can be modeled using the frequency of usage of words. The probability of a prefix is the sum of all probabilities of words that can be derived from the prefix (1 (2) Therefore, the prediction is primarily dependent on the choice of the word probability model, p(W).
In dictionary-based model, the probability of each word is explicitly specified using the trie. The probabilities of words are directly calculated from the occurrences of each word in a large raw text corpus. In order to estimate probability of unseen words, the probabilities are smoothed using Lidstone's method.
In character n-gram based models, a word is represented as a sequence of characters. The probability of the word is the joint probability of the character sequence. To make the computation tractable, the joint probability is usually approximated using nth order Makov assumption. For example, in trigram-based model (character n-gram with length 3), the probability of a word can be calculated as follows.
In n-gram based models, the equation for prediction becomes much simpler. By ruling out common terms, eq. (2) can be reduced to a conditional probability mass function (4 
Probabilities of character n-grams are calculated from raw text corpus using Katz's back-off method.
Prediction Interface
For fair comparison between different models, a pen-based interface with word prediction is used. In this interface, the basic unit of recognition is a character. When each character is recognized, the word model generates candidates from the current prefix. Users can either select a word from candidates to complete the whole word, or write subsequent characters by themselves if it does not exist.
The proposed interface has three primitive operations:
Writing Selection Deletion
Fig. 1. The primitive operations
• Writing Writing an individual character.
• Selection Selecting one of the candidates generated by the prediction interface.
• Deletion
Deleting characters after a certain position. Used to trigger a new prediction at a specific position within the string.
The total cost of input is defined as a weighted sum of the ratio of primitive operations. 
The weights represent the easiness and robustness of each operation. In general, it can be assumed that the weight of writing is much greater than the weights of selection or deletion.
Experiments
For training word models, '97 KAIST raw text corpus was used. It has about 1,200,000 distinct words and 15,500,000 words in total. The prediction performance of each model was tested using '96 KAIST raw text corpus. It has about 1,300,000 distinct words and 15,800,000 words in total. The number of total characters used for testing was about 45,600,000.
The table below shows the number of primitive operations for each model. In all models, 5 candidates were generated for the selection. The word trie model performed better than the bigram model. This indicates that a prefix with sufficient length is required in order to get an accurate prediction result. However, if a sufficiently long prefix is given, the n-gram-based models have better performance than the dictionary-based one.
In the trigram model and the 4gram model, about 38% of writing operation was omitted or replaced. This indicates about 1/3 of reduction of input cost. However, the 4gram model requires almost twice size than the trigram model while presenting almost identical performance. Therefore, the trigram model is more desirable in terms of the performance and the size requirement.
Summary
In this paper, the prediction methods for general Korean word were tested using various word models. The prediction method is basically selecting the most likely word that can be generated from a given prefix. The candidates of words are generated by the word model, which describes the likelihood of words based on the frequency of usage.
The tested word models are a word-dictionary model and several n-gram based models. Experiments show that the trigram model performs best. In trigram model, about 38% of actual writing could be replaced by other simpler operations. Using the assumed weights for each operation, this is a rough equivalent of reducing total cost of input by 1/3.
